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Film Media Products
Close Study Product: Dr. Strange
Why we are studying this?
This is a case study of a Hollywood blockbuster, Doctor Strange is the 14th Marvel comic
film. It raises many industry issues surrounding the production, distribution and exhibition
of film in the digital age.
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Complete the initial Personal Learning Checklist for the ‘Dr.
Strange’ CSP as a starting point for your assessment
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Lesson 1: What is Dr. Strange?
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Context: What is ‘Dr. Strange’ and what is a ‘Blockbuster’ movie

Click image to view

Dr. Strange is a superhero film from the MCU (Marvel
Cinematic Universe) which is part of the Marvel media
franchise. A film franchise is a series of films film
franchises are multi-picture stories, often including
some of the same characters from film to film. The
corporate mentality, that began to look on films as
"products," thereby named a series of films as
"franchises."
Franchises have become even more important than
individual stars. They consist of connected universes
(Marvel's Cinematic Universe, Middle Earth, and the DC
Extended Universe) and many sequels (or prequels).

Dr. Strange is a blockbuster movie. A blockbuster is a major studio movie that's made with a large budget, big
stars and often involves a franchise. A true blockbuster is extremely popular and brings in a lot of money.
Typically, a blockbuster is a fabulous summer movie that audiences line up to see the first weekend it's
released (which coincides with the school holidays and more family time). Blockbuster movies release
movies that they hope everyone will want to see (ie not niche – old, young, male, female) and much of the
major studio’s annual takings are concentrated around this time.
In your books, and in your own words:
- What is a film franchise? What franchise is Dr. Strange part of?
- What is a blockbuster film? What type of studios produce blockbusters and why?
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Lesson 1: Who produced it and why does that matter?
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Who produced the film?

Dr. Strange fictional superhero appearing in American comic books published by
Marvel Comics (see image to the right). Marvel Comics were particularly popular in
the 1950s and 1960s and topped 50 million sales worldwide. Dr. Strange was just one
of the many Marvel characters. These characters are now being portrayed in film
format through the Marcel Comic Universe (MCU) produced by Marvel Studies and
Walt Disney Studios.
In 2009, The Walt Disney
Company acquired
Marvel Entertainment for
US$4 billion. The Walt
Disney Company now
owns Disney Pictures,
Marvel Studios, Lucasfilm
and Pixar.
Walt Disney Studios are now one of Hollywood's major film studios and generated an income of $2.4 billion
(2017). This means that they can afford to make more expensive films, market them around the world at great
expense and ensure that they are hugely profitable. This is very different to the budget available to smaller
films and production companies like those involved in our other CSP, ‘I, Daniel Blake’
In your books, and in your own words:
- Which companies are involved in the production of Dr. Strange? How is this an example
of vertical/horizontal integration?
- What difference does having your film made by a big Hollywood studio make [think budget, marketing,
distribution]?
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Lesson 1: How much did it cost to make?
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How much did the film cost to make and what is ‘Star Power’?
Dr. Strange cost $165 million to make [which compares
with £2 million for ‘I, Daniel Blake’. This money would
have been spent on the huge salaries of the stars of Dr.
Strange, the amazing effects and locations (New York,
Nepal, Hong Kong and London), and the huge marketing
campaign. This investment is then, hopefully, converted
to huge box office sales. This budget, surprisingly, is not
even the biggest in the Marvel Studios franchise.
Avengers Infinity War cost $300 million to produce.
Dr. Strange relies less on Director Power (in ‘I, Daniel
Blake) and more on Star Power. The main star in Dr.
Strange is British actor Benedict Cumberbatch. He had already appeared in Thor:
Ragnarok (another MCU film). Benedict was already a huge star and has
appeared in a range of huge TV shows (Sherlock, Hawking, Parade’s End) and films
(The Hobbit, The Imitation Game, Star Trek, 12 Years a Slave and Tinker Tailor
Soldier Spy). Star Power implies that people will want to see a film with a certain
star in it.
In your books, and in your own words:
-

Why can only major film studios make films like Dr. Strange with stars, CGI, amazing locations, etc?
What is the big budget spent on?
What is Star Power? How is it different to Director Power?
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How was the film marketed and what multimedia support the marketing of Dr. Strange?

Clearly, Walt Disney Studios had a huge budget to make and market Dr. Strange. Some of the strategies used
included:
• Traditional methods such as posters and teaser trailers on TV and in cinema. Cumberbatch also appeared
on a range of TV chat shows and press events. Click for trailer Click for poster
• Specific IMAX promotions with free distribution of exclusive posters to audience members. Click for IMAX
• Film-based website with gallery, story synopsis.
• Social Media profiles on facebook and twitter. Social Media advertising was also used on twitter and
YouTube. Marvel produced twitter stickers, Facebook Live events, Snapchat lenses and filters, Tumblr
stunts, Giphy content and Instagram special content.
• Specific TV campaign with TV-only clips shown.
• Promotional Partners were established and promoted the film in various ways (Mobile phone company
Honor, Google, Lamborghini, Microsoft, Yakoult, Skype and Philips). All had some role in the film – for
example, Dr. Strange uses a Microsoft Surface Tablet – and were part of the promotion campaign in
response to this. The rationale is the more people that see the film, the more will see their products.
• Marvel introduced a Dr. Strange character to their mobile and video games lineup.
• Marvel released prelude tie-in comic
Dr. Strange was marketed widely and expensively to capture as much global audience awareness as
possible. It could afford to reach all major global channels, and cinema outlets, fund expensive social media
For some more detail, click here
campaigns and distribute free content. .
In your books, and in your own words:.
- Make some notes about how Dr Strange was marketed? How did use media convergence and synergy?
- Doctor Strange has been marketed in a multimedia format. How far do you agree with that statement?
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Was the film a Box Office hit?
As can be seen in the table to the right, Doctor
Strange had box office receipts of nearly $700
million (at a cost of $165 million), so can be
viewed a success. However, it is not the most
successful film in the Marvel Comic Universe.
Infinity War, for example, has taken $2.03
billion at the Box Office. This places it in the 4th
highest grossing movies ever. For interest,
Avatar is 1st ($2.8 billion), 2nd Titanic ($2.2
billion), 3rd Star Wars: The Force Awakens
$2.06 billion
However, $700 million is a healthy return on a
$165 million investment and MCU and Disney
will be happy.
At the time of release Doctor Strange reached a major milestone by surpassing Iron Man’s box office record
and setting a new global benchmark for a single-character introduction film in the Marvel Cinematic Universe.
So, which is the bigger box office success? Whilst there is no definition of a ‘box office hit’, it is often said if a
film makes 2x or 3x budget, then it’s a hit (but that’s just one definition). Doctor Strange ($700 million at a cost
of $165 million) or ‘I, Daniel Blake’ ($16 million at a cost of approximately $2.6 million)?
In your books, and in your own words:
- Was Doctor Strange a Box Office hit? Why do you say this?
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Lesson 2: How successful was the film around the world
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Was the film a Global Box Office hit?
Doctor Strange was a huge global hit particularly in China,
South Korea, Brazil and the United Kingdom. This global
reach can be compared with ‘I, Daniel Blake’ (see separate
CSP) in that that ‘arthouse’ movie was popular in a much
smaller number of countries. Doctor Strange was so
globally popular because of:
• The power of the Marvel brand historically.
• The established fanbase of the Marvel Cinematic
Universe.
• The financial and political power of the big Hollywood
studios who can dominate the media marketing
agenda, cinematic release schedules and mass media
visibility.
• Utilising the influence of ‘Star Power’
This process of global launch is a feature of the increasing
globalisation of media products (and especially major film
studios). They launch globally (with subtitles if necessary)
and create a global ‘buzz’ around their movie.
In your books, and in your own words:
- Which countries has been most successful in?
- Doctor Strange has had a much bigger global reach that ‘I, Daniel Blake’. How far do you agree with this
and why would this be the case?
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Lesson 3 : What effect has Hollywood on national cinema production
worldwide?
Does the domination of Hollywood, and major film studios, kill the competition?
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The cinema of the United States, often generally referred to
as Hollywood, has had a profound effect on cinema across the
world since the early 20th century.
As can be seen in figure 1, the USA (predominantly
Hollywood-based) generate the most revenue. They account
for 25% of all film revenues globally ($10.24 billion of $40.6
billion).
However, examining the number of films made by country
shows that there is a flourishing film industry in India
(Bollywood) and Nigeria (Nollywood). Look also at the % of
Fig 1: Box Office Revenues
box office made from films made in their own country in
figure 1. That suggests that a high percentage of people in
India watch Indian films – clearly Hollywood is not having a
negative impact there. However, in most other countries you
can see that they watch a lot of films not made in their own
country (often Hollywood and often with subtitles). In many
ways, Hollywood has harmed national film production
Fig 2: Film Production by country
(although not totally)!
Source: http://data.uis.unesco.org/?ReportId=5538
In your books, and in your own words:
- How much of the global film market does Hollywood secure (in %)?
- Why is Hollywood so dominant?
- What other countries make a lot of films and why are they less globally influential?
- Critically evaluate whether Hollywood dominance is a good or bad thing for the global film industry.
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What certificate was Doctor Strange?
Doctor Strange was awarded a 12A by the British
Board of Fil m Classification (BBFC). It was
deemed to have “moderate fantasy violence and
injury detail”, yet was not too graphic.
With a 12A, no-one under the age of 12 can see
the film unless accompanied by an adult. It is
quite a new classification (1989) and was
introduced due to the large gap between PG and
15. Video here
It is important that all MDU films are 12A at the
most (and the same is true of Star Wars, Jurassic
Park franchise etc) is that major film companies
want to keep the young audience for:
• Merchandising opportunities.
• Better potential box office.
• 47% of cinema audiences were aged 7-24 in
the UK in 2014 (source). Word of mouth and
peer influence is important in generating
interest.

What constitutes a
12A?

What constitutes a
15?

Click to find out

In your books, and in your own words:
- What is the film classification system and why was it developed?
- Why is important to have an age classification system on films?
- Why is it important for ‘Doctor Strange’ that they secured that 12A certification?
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Lesson 3: What merchandise was released to support the film and why?
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Why do film studios release merchandise to support their film?
Merchandising can involve the selling of branded clothes, toys,
video games, drink bottles or anything else to support a film’s
release. There are a number of reasons why merchandise is an
important part of film:
• To keep the film in the audiences mind long after they’ve left the
cinema. ‘Merch’ raises awareness of the film.
• Modern films no longer make money solely through the box
office and subsequent DVD and TV releases, they also make
money through toys, spin-off TV shows and videogame
adaptations. This is called horizontal integration.
• Merchandise is important for film studios as it allows them to
both market the film and earn money through another revenue
streams.
• Merchandising such as videogame tie-ins is that the audience is
able to continue the world of the film outside of the cinema.
• The more ‘art-house’ and non-franchise films would perhaps
produce less merchandise as their audience traditionally is less
Just some of the Doctor Strange merchandise;
interested in these aspects of the film industry.
toys, household items, clothes, video games.
In your books, and in your own words:
- What is film merchandising?
- Why is merchandising a powerful income generator for film producers and studios?
- Why do Hollywood blockbusters produce more merchandising lines that ‘arthouse’ films.
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Which multimedia platforms support the exhibition of Dr Strange?
How can you legally watch Dr. Strange? There are the traditional platforms:

Cinema
Special link with
iMAX group

Streaming: Google Play

DVD and Blu-ray

Streaming: Amazon
Prime

Streaming: NowTV

Streaming: Microsoft
Store

Streaming: No NetFlix in UK.
This links to SKY (NowTV) link with
Disney.

In your books, and in your own words:
- Why are streaming services so vital for film revenues in 2018?
- How does the availability of Doctor Strange compare with the availability of ‘I, Daniel Blake’ and why?
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Comparing Dr Strange and ‘I, Daniel Blake’?
Use the table below to compare the two Close Study Products for the film element of the GCSE.

‘I, Daniel Blake’
Type of film
Production companies
Star or Director Power?
Production budget
Marketing strategy
Box Office

Merchandising
International success
Certificate

In your books, and in your own words:
- Complete the table

Dr. Strange
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Extension: Exam Questions
1. How is use of new media platforms to market films transforming the marketing of new
films. Use examples from Dr. Strange or ‘I, Daniel Blake’ (9)
2. Explain why a film may be given a 12A or 12 certificate. Refer to Dr. Strange or ‘I, Daniel
Blake’ to support your points. (12)
3. How far do films aim to attract a global audience? Explore the two films you have
studied in your response. (12)

In your books, and in your own words:
- Complete the questions
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Extension: Exam Questions

Low budget and independent film productions cannot hope to compete with Hollywood
blockbusters. How far do you agree with this statement? In your answer you must consider:
• Dr Strange (2016) and I, Daniel Blake (2016)
• film funding, income and expenditure
• marketing and distribution.
[20 marks]

Possible ideas for answers
•

Doctor Strange.

•

The importance of Star Power in
Hollywood blockbusters. Big names are
cast to draw audiences in. Regardless of
reviews a film receives, star power
ensures a degree of box.
Merchandising tie-ins are often used to
promote blockbuster films such as Dr
Strange. These include mugs and
lunchboxes – all with the main star,
Benedict Cumberbatch, as the main
focus.
The importance of marketing a
blockbuster film on social media is
clearly exemplified by the way that Dr
Strange was promoted. Marvel
provided content for Twitter, Snapchat
lenses and filters, and special content
for Instagram to promote the film.
Dr Strange was the widest IMAX
release ever. The wide release was
designed to highlight the visual effects
used in the film.

•

•

•

I, Daniel Blake.
• Due to the gritty, hard hitting social message
of the film it was marketed in a different way to
the Hollywood ‘blockbuster’ Doctor Strange.
• Grassroots marketing was a clear strategy
used and the whole marketing had a local and
regional feel compared to the global approach
seen with Dr Strange.
• The Premiere was held in Newcastle, rather
than the usual London. There was a focus on
community screenings and regional marketing
officers were employed.
• The marketing campaigns reflected the much
lower budget (compared to Dr Strange) but
deliberate choices were made because of the
subject matter of the film.
• Partnerships are important in the marketing
of all films and I, Daniel Blake was promoted in
partnership with Trinity Mirror (newspaper
group).
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This concludes the Doctor Strange Film Close Study Product.
Now complete your Personal Learning Checklist for this CSP.

